FOUR-YEAR COURSES INVOLVING PLACEMENT YEAR OR YEAR ABROAD

STUDENTS IN STAGE TWO OF FOUR-YEAR COURSES - JUNE AND REASSESSMENT BOARD OUTCOMES+

+ remember that in some cases the June Board will be acting as the Reassessment Board for students undertaking reassessment (i.e. repeating the year by full or part-time study or reassessment without attendance.)

Scenarios are given below for students who have failed 15, 30, 45, 60 and over 60 credits

JUNE BOARD OUTCOME

For students who have only had one attempt at the assessment as they entered Stage Two for the first time in the current academic year.

A  Student has failed **15 OR 30** credits IN THEIR FIRST ATTEMPT AT Stage 2 (and not carrying fails from Stage One)

   \[\text{Is the module core?}\]

   **NO**

   Required to undertake reassessment across the summer but CAN continue with year abroad/placement yr.

   **YES**

   Cannot go abroad/on placement next year. Must either undertake reassessment across the summer and change course, or undertake reassessment and intermit for next year to stay on a 4-yr course

B  Student has failed **45 or 60** credits AT THEIR FIRST ATTEMPT AT Stage 2

   Cannot go abroad/on placement next year. Must either undertake reassessment across the summer and change course, or undertake reassessment and intermit for next year to stay on a 4-yr course*

   \*not advisable for language courses
C  Student has failed more than 60 credits AT THEIR FIRST ATTEMPT AT Stage 2

Has the student got a mark of 20% or more for the stage?

Yes  No

Repeat Year or reassessment without attendance

Has the student got extenuating circumstances which have been accepted by the board as affecting the student’s performance?

Yes  No

Repeat year or reassessment  Withdraw (but consider whether eligible for Cert HE as exit award)